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A surunary of the pertinent theoretical data

avaílable on the elastic scattering of garruna'rays is
presented. Some dÍscussion Ís devoted to an experÍmental

technique suitable for detecting the smalI angle elastic
scattering of gamma-radiation* This thesis also reports

an experiment carried out to determine the differential
elastic cross seetion for 1.12 Mev. gamma-rays scattered

from Lead åt an angle of 33o ! ba" The cross seetion

obtained was 2L"2 + 1.4 m1llÍbarns/steradiano This

cross section is cornpared with the results of other

worlcers u
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Physical theories are formulated in order to explain

experimental facts. These t,heories are eventually discarded,

modified¡ or theÍr ranges of validity realized as new experinental

faets are uncovered and previous meühods are refined, In

addition to explaining exlsting experÍrnental data a nelû theory

usually predicts the existence of hitherbo unexpected phenoffisnlâo

An imporÈant parË of experimental physics is determining the

validity of a new theory by investigating these phenomena"

Classical electromagnetic theory has been succeeded

by quantum electrodynamies" Quantum electrodynamics predicts
phenornena whieh, accoçding to elassical eLectromagnetic theory,

cannot existo One such predÍction is Èhe scattering of light
by light (1). Because of their linearity the classical
electromagnetic equations cannot predict this phenomenon"

Although the cross seetion is so small Èhat experimentalists

eannot hope to observe this effeet in a crossed beam experiment,.

Delbrück (2) suggested that the scattering of ganuna-radiation

by the Coulomb field of the nucleuso a formally equivalent processe

might be d.eteetabl-e. the latter process is usually called

Delbrück scattering or nuelear pot,ential scattering.

The problem of Delbrück scattering is dffficult both

theoretically and experimentallyu Abtempts have been made Ëo

obbain experimentally the Delbrück dífferential scattering cross

seetion by measuring the total elastie scattering cross sectÍon

and subtractlng from it the sum of the theoretÍcalIy computed

differential cross sections arisÍng from all other types of

TNTRODUCTION
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elastic scattering" Although the angular distribution of gamma-

radiatfon scatüered by the Coulomb field is unknown it seems

like1y that there will be some,peaking in the forward direet,ion.

The experimental differential elastic scatterj.ng cross sectfon

is thenefore of partícular interest at snall angles" Also

RayleÍgh scattering (elastic seattering by tÍghüly bound electrons)

Ís predomÍnantly in the forward dlrect,ion and falls off very

rapídly with increasing ang1e" Howevern at small angles a

photon scattered by the nueh more llkely Compton process has an

energy only slÍghtly smaller bhan the energy of an incident

photono Clearl-y the most important problem e:cperlmentally ls

to resolve the elastic scattered and Compton seattered gamma-râfs"

Several workers (¡), (A) and. (5't have attacked thÍs
problem. These workers have claÍned evidence for the existence

of Ðelbrück scatteríng" However, Mann (6) r in a recent papere

has pointed out that no unambiguous evidence exists for the

exist,ence of potential seattering because of the uncerteinty

in the aecuraey of the theoretical results for Rayleigh

sGâtteringo Froun the results of these v¡orkers lt is evident'

that better experimental measurements and better theoretical

results must be obtained before the question of Delbräck

seattering can be satisfact-orily answered"

this thesis reports an attempt made to obtain more

accuraüe experimenüal measurements at a scattering angle of 30o.

The method. used uas that indicated by Standing and Peelle (7 )"
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This method is very suitable for small scattering angles.

Although measurements are reported for a single scattering

angle it is hoped that this method will be employed at

smaller angles in the near future'



A. Incoherent ScatüerinE and ConpLete Absorption

the attenuation of a beam of gamna-radiation as it
passes t,hrough matÈer occurs by a nunber of elementary procgssêse

A gamma-râlf s upon interactlon wlth a particle or fieldr Itl&JI

undergo eornplete absorption, inelastic (lncoherent) scatterlng,

or elastie (coherent) scattering" This section i.s devoted to a

brief dÍscussion of t'he nain processes involving complete

absorption or ínelastic scattering. These are the photoelectric

effect, pair product-ì-on, and Compton scattering.

In the photoeleetric effect the ganma-ray is completeS.y

absorbed" An electron (usually a K-electron) is freed and

generally given consLderable klnet,ic energy" This effecü

predominates ln t'he energy regÍon below 0ol Mev. u especially

for high Z mat,erialsu The cross secüion decreases very rapidly

hrith increasing energy. For energies greater than 0.1 Mev' the

cross seetion ís roughly proportional to Z5o For energies less

than 0"1 Mevo the electrons are ejected prfraarily at rlght angles

to the lncldent beam but the forward directlon becomes

predomÍnant at higher energiesn One result of the phot'oelectrie

effect is the production of bremsstrahlung by the photoelectrons

as they are stopped in the target" the energy range of the

bremsstrahlung may exöend almost up to the energy of the lncÍdent

radiation"

TI THEORETICAL CONSTDERAÎIONS

l*n

The only other important process vdnich causes complete

absorpüÍon of the initia} photon is pair produetion. ¡tccording to
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the Dirac û tHole Theoryr I the lncldent ganma-rey causes an

eleetron üo undergo a transition from a negative energy state

to a positÍve energy stateo The ttholett in the electron

vacuum is interpreted as a positron andntherefore, an electron-
positron paÍr is created, in order for this process to oecur the

incident photon must have an ene'rgy of at least 2 me? and a

third pariicle (usually a nucleus) must be present in ord,er to

have energy and momentum conservationu

0ompton scattering is the major lnelastic scattering
process which affeets the experÍment discussed in thls thesÍs.

A ganma-ray interacts with a loosely bound electron. The gamma-

ray is scattered lríth d,eereased energy, the energy difference

being employed to free the eLectron and provide lt u,-lth kinetie
ênêrgle Using the laws of conservation of energy and momentumo

the energy ( h u' ) of the scattered radiation, in terros of the

scattering angle ( e ), is easily found to be (8)

l+*.(l-cose)
r¡:lth h representing Planckrs constanü, V' the frequency of the

scattered photonr\l the frequeney of ühe incident photon, i the

veloclty of light ¡ ând m the rest mass of the electron"

hv'=

ïn addition to the energy of the scattered photon

the angular distribution is also of interest,o this infor^mation

is supplied by the KLela-Nishina differential scattering cross

section. AveragÍng over all angles of polari.zation of the

lncident radlation and summing over the angles of polarization

of ühe scattered radiation the Klein-Nishina fornuLa becomes (9)
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t;l(t+cos's) f,r L¿ tL+;S,(r-cose)lzl" ( r + cos"a) Lt * #r(t- cose)l I
/ do-\ 

=\d.n-r"

w:ith tf-)" representing the differential scattering cross

section at an angle O o and ,,l,o representing the cl-assical ele etron
øz

radius L, , The different,ial cross section fs measured tn

units of em?lsterad.ian/scattering centreo

The above diseussion has been brlef as the materÍal

is easily found in standard reference works (10). However, the

subject of elastic scattering has not been studied as thoroughly

and the available information is not easily found,o Therefore,

the next sectionn devoted to elastic scatteringn is more detailed.

B" Coherent ScaLteri¡rg

In this seetion a summary is given of the theoretÍcal
work done on the elastic scattering of gafiuna-radiation. The

proeesses discussed are nuclear Thomson scatteringo Rayleígh

scatteri,ngn nuclear resonance scatterÍng, and Delbruck scattering,

The derivation of the cross sectíon for t,he seattering
of electromagnetic radiation by a free eLectron yieJ.dso on the

basis of classical electromagnetic theory (11),

tdtt
The symbol (Íã)e represents the differenüial scattering cross

section for a scattering angÌe of g , and ho represents the

classlcal electron rad^ius #., " A quantum electrod.ynarnical

treatment of the scattering of electromagnetic radiation by a

ls
dfL )" = ry (t + cos¿o)
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free electron yields the Klein-Nishina forrnulao Howevero in
the non-refativistÍc ,*""t o the Klein-Nishina formul.a yields

the Thomson cross seeti-on" The classical Thomson fornula is
therefore correct in a non-relativistic sibuation,

the scattering of radiation of a few Mevo by the

nuclear charge Ís sueh a non-relativist,ic case since the rest

mass of the nucleus will be much greater than a few Mevo the

classical Thornson formula can t,herefore be applied" However u

in this case, bhe classical elecbron radius must be replaced

by tr$i , M representing the nuclear masso The differentÍa1

cross section for nuclear Thomson scattering is therefore

Rayleigh scatteríng Ís well known in the ï-ray region,

being the coherent scattering responsible for X-ray diffraetion
phenornena" This is a process vrhereby a bound elecbron scatters

an incident photon" The el-ectron remains in íts initial state

and the atom as a whole recoils" The cross seetion for Rayleågh

scattering has not yet been computed completely" The results

presently available are the form factof,calculations" The cross

{åä), : ('* cosÀo)

The non-relativistic case occu-rs whenever the energy of the
incident photon is much smaller than the rest mass of the
seattering centre"

The form factor can be introduced in the following ftânfiere
ConsirJ.er an atom scattering radiation by means of its tightly
bound eLectrons" The scattering amplitude is written as the
classical Thomson scatteri.ng amplítude multiplied by a factor
called the forro factoro For a clear diseussion of this factor
anC its role in T-ray diffraction see Chapter fII of R"[I. James?
The 9æt.i-qêI-Pringipläs of the- Diffr?ct&n' of l-ravs (nett).

+r
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section is r,rrritten in the form (teln

(f*), = + (t+ cos-e) | f ({?')l'

where A1- represents the change in momentun of the

scattered and f (Uî.1 is the f orm iactor. The form

given by

f (àt.)= [o lT,e4 
o-r'r'I 

o)

L¡ representing the position of the jth electron

to the nuclet¡s) and 0 denoting the ground state of

lwo aspects of these form faetor caleulaüions must be

discussed; the wsrk done to compute the form facüor and the errors

involved in the form faetor calculations" Flrst ühe computations

are discussed" Franz (ff) make the first form factor calculations

in the ga¡nma-ray region. To compute the form factor he used the

Fermi-Thonas eleetron dÍstributi,on. Bethet computed the form

factor using Dirac vÍeve functions fsr the K-electrons and ignoring

the other eleetronso Nelms and Oppenheim (fZ) have used the

Hartree self-consistent field as a basis for their form faetor

calculations.

The negleeü of all electrons excepü those in the K-shell,
in conrputations involvÍug DÍrac snve functions, introduces some

eror. Woodward (f¡) and also Rohrlich and Rosenzweig (I4) have

eonsidered the L-shell contribution and have shol'¡n that, when Af_

is largen it wlll be approxirnately an eighth as large as that
from the K-shel1"

photon

factor ís

(witf¡ respect

the atom.

t Private comrnunication to LevÍnger. Reference (14).
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All the form factor caleulations suffer from Èhe fact
that the non-relativistic asstunption A,ft<<mc must be

employed. Attempts have been made to extend the form faetor
calculations into the relativistic and near relativistic regions¡
ühaü isr regions in which Atrrtnc is no longer ürue. Levinger (f+)
obtained a correcti.on factor for Éhe form faetor caleulations
when ühe change in photon momentun is in the near relativistic
region. His ïlork is valid only for small z. He shows that in
this regj.on the correction to the form facüor is sna1l, being

of the ord.er Z f AÊ \ .137 \ >'1 c t

rn addition Levinger also reported the results of a
numerical computation for the scattering of ga¡nma-rays from tfn.
Dirac wave funetions were used and the K electrons alone ï¡ere

considered. For * = L"5 tbe results indicabe an increase of
25/o over the form factor pred,icüion"

In the intermed.iaüe statest of Rayleigh scattering the

electron is bound but in all forn factor caleulations this binding
is negrected. Levinger, in hls work in the near-relativistic
region¡ âJ-so neglecüs this blnding" The effect of Èhis neglect
has been studLed by Brovrn and lrloodward (t5). They show that
binding in the intermediate staües can glve a contributlon as

large as the form faetor itself provided At is rargen Thef.r

work is only valid for light atomso

t Reyletgh scatterlng can be considered as a ürm sÈage procêsso
A transÍtion is made from the initial state to somõ statecalled the i.ntermedlaüe state, and then from this state to
the final" stete.
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The form factor calculations consider only dispersive

scatteringo that is, scattering in drich the internediate states

are virtr¡al. However, there is some contríbution from absorptlve

seatüering. fn absorptive scattering the internediate states are

real" This process can be considered as a real photoelectrie

effect, followed by the eapture of the ionized electron. Greifingere

Levingern and Rohrllch (16) have considered the special case of

the 1800 scatüerir¡g of I"33 Mev. ganma-rays by the K-shell of tread

atoms" The disperslve contribution uas shoun to be about oDê-

half, and the absorptlve eontribution about one-third, of the

scattering predicted by the form factor conputation (Beühets).

the absorptive eontribuüion is probably snaller for lighter
elenents and smaller photon momentum changeso

Since all the corections to the fo¡rn factor calculaüions

are lnterdependent it is dlfftcult to predict their cunulative

effect. Howevere the nagniüude of the correctlons do show that
the aecuracy of the theoreüically predicted Rayleigh cross section

is in consj.derable doubt. At present Brown et aI (17), (18) r at

Birningharn are performing Exact conputations for selected scetterers

and photon energLes. It is hoped that they vrilt soon be making

celculatlons 1n the I Mev. reglon for heavy elements"

Bayleigh scattering takes place rnalnly ín the fsrward

direction. Aecord,ing to Franzf (13) calculatÍon more than three-
quarters of the radiatlon is scattered within a characüeristic

angle eo glven by

oo = ? sit'l-' Lt"t ry' t'6 t' lo-t 
J
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As an example, for I.12 Mev" genme-rays scettered by lead ¡ ao is
about 60" Franz also showed.r that the ratio of the total
Rayleigh cross section to the toüal Compton cross section is
approxÍmately given by

n, 
= 4.2 x ro't {/tG.

For lead and 1"12 Mev" ganma-rays thÍs gives

Rayleigh seaütering is coherent and in phase

discussed nuelear thomson scattering (19).

in the energy range of a few Mev" Rayleigh

predominant type of elastic scatËering"

Nuclear resonance scattering is a.third elastic
scatt,ering procêssc ff an incident gamma-ray has an energy equal

to the energy difference between the ground state and an excited

süate of a nucleus, it may excÍte the nucleus" fn decaylng back

to the ground state a garuna-ray i.s emitted wlth an energy equal

to the energy of the lncident photon. Schemes to detect Buelear
resonance scattering utilize a scatterer consisting (fn part aü

leasü) of atoms i.dentical with those lvhose ganme decay gives

rise to the incident radiatlon" If the source nuclei and

scattering nuclei are dtfferent it Ís exüremely unlikely that
the incldent ganma-ray vulll be near a resgnaocêe There vyill be

some resonant scattering from the ?rteilsrt of the resonance

curve of the various nuclear levels" However, Levinger (ZO) has

shoy',n that in the energy reg-ion about I Mev. the toüal contribuËion

from this type of scattering is negllgible compared to the

contrfbutÍon from nuclear Thomson scattering" Nn¡c1ear resonance

fl.CT
lR
ä =2"99 xlo-2"

with the previously

At smaLl angles and

scattering is the

t thg"e is, houpverr a,n error in Franzl work. See reference(12)" The corrected fornula is given above.
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scatterir¡g is coherenÈ with the

Thomson scattering and Fayleigh

Finally Ðelbrück scattering will be considered,n this
1s the scattering of electromagnetic radiatlon by virtuel pair
production in the Coulomb ffeld of the nucleus. This type of

scattering is of interest since it is an effect due to vacuu¡n

polarlzation (Zf). Study of the similar problem of the scattering

of light. by llght indicated that the cross sections were too

small (ZZl for the effect to be found experimentally. Since

Ðelbrück scattering is a formally equivalent process attempËs

have been made to obtain some estimate of its cross section and

angular distrlbution"

The computation of Delbrück scattering is so difficulü
that very lÍttle successful work has been aceomplished. Rohrllch

previous by díscussed, nuclear

scattering (19)"

and Gluckstern (Zgl and also To11 (Zt+) have computed the cross

section in the foruard directÍon. For forward scatüering the cross

sectÍon increases rapidly with photon energyô With a lead

scatterer the differential scattering cross section in the forward,

direcËion is 0.591 mtllibarns/steradian for an incident energy of

1.33 Mev. and 1.8e titoUarns/steradian for an incident energy of
200 Mev. The only other important work done in this field was by

Bethe and Rohrlieh (25)" They compute the angular distribution
at small angles" Their work is valid for photon energies large

compared to the electron rest energy. A strong peaking in the

forward direction is indicated by thelr resultso'
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This seoÈion has sunmarized the facts about elastlc
scattering wtrich are of signifÍcance for the experiment to be

descrlbed. In particular nuclear Thomson and resonenee scattering

are thought to be understood very well. Bough calculations exist
for Rayleigh scattering but the accuracy of the theoretieal

results are uncertaÍn" At present more exact computations for
Rayleigh scattering are being performed at Birmingham" Very

Iittle work has been done on Delbruck scatterÍng and theoretieal

knowledge exi.sts only for srnall angle scattering.
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IIT TI{E EXPERTI¡PNT

An Experi.mental Technique-

ft is assumed that the reader is familiar with the

simple scintÍllation spectrometern The üerm t ?photopeakr I !ûi11

be applíed to that part of the scintillation spectrum comesponding

to the crystal capturing ühe total energy of the Ímpinging gamma-

PâJrc fn the experiment r¡nder consideration ganuna-rays from a

jOZn65 souree lrere scattered by a lead, target" A NaI (T1)

crystar detected ühe gan¡ra-rays scattered through an angle of

about 3Oo. The crystal was shiELdeid against nor"r¡al room background

and direet radiation frsm the source by the arangement shown in
Figure I"

The step arrangement in the shielding between source

and crystal is to prevent ttsliü scatterihgrt. ThÍs type of
scattering oecurs l'*¡en â g€r.Elrnâ-ray scatters frorn a part of the

shielding and can reaeh Ëhe erystal urithout peneËrating much

lead. For instancer if the steps were not present, poj.nt a in
Figure I rnould give rise to this type of scattering. The target
stand ie made of balsawood and will not give appreciable scattering"

Ïn the specËrum of t,he scattered radiation there are

two photopeaks' One arÍses from the elastieally scattered gânrrra-

radiation and the other from the Compton scattered gâmnâ-râfse

As was prevlously mentioned the main experimental difficulty is
ts resolve these photopeaks" The üechnique used to overcome this
difficulty wtll now be summarized briefly, For more details the
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paper of Standing and Peelle (6) should be consulted.

The basis of the technique employed will be diseussed

wlttl the aid of a typioal sit,uation. Figure 2 (a) shows two

photopeaks lying close together. The full line' uhich is the sum

of the disüríbutions A and B, indicates the specÈrnm which vrould

be obtalned usi.ng a sirnple sclntillation speetroneter. From this

spectrnm it is not clear that üwo photopeaks are present"

Now two photomultipliers observe evenüs in the sane

crystaI" Each photomultiplier has iüs or^nr amplifying system'

One phobomulbipller and its system R is again used to record the

spectrumu The other photomultiplier and its system G 1s used to
trg¿t,ert the system R wtrich is recording the spectrwn:- The

ttgat,ingtt is done in the follov¡"iag manner" A pulse appears at

the output of the ttgatingtt systen G vutrenever iü recej.ves a pulse

larger than K, K being indÍeated in Figqre 2 (U). The sysüems

are so arranged that aa orrtput pulse fron the reconding system

R will be registered only l'¡t¡en a pulse appears at the output of

the t tg¿tingt r system G. The effect of this on the two dlstributions
(A and B) is now investigated" Consider the distribution marked

A. Sinee the photonultÍplier statisüics (¡ùrich causes the

broadenÍng of the lines) are Índependent for the two photomultlplier

tubes the distribution wiJI remain centred about the same point.

Horryever, the system G will only allow a cerüain number of counts

to be registered. The ratio of the nr¡mber of counts recorded to

the actual nr¡mber of counts (in the disüríbut'ion A) wiII be the

sane as the ratio of the shaded area to the total area under
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distrlbution A. The height of ái"ttÍbutÍon, A 1s therefore

considerably redÈced as is sholr'n ln FÍgure 2 (c). A sirnllar

argunent applies to dÍstribution B" Howeverr this distributÍoRo

since it is centred about a higher pulse hefght than distrÍbution
A, vrill. not be redueed to the same extent as distribution A.

Flgrre 2 (c) also indicates ühe affect of the ttgat,irlgtt on

dÍstribution B. The spectrum recorded is bhe surn of the two

reduced photopeaks. Distribution B, however, provides the rnain

contribution to the recorded. spectrrrm. The result is depected

by the solid lÍne in Figure 2 (c). The high energy peak is
cJ.early resolved.

This method uas used to resolve the elastic photopeakso

At snell scatüerÍng angles the energy of the Cornpton ga¡n¡na-rays

is noü much smaller than thaü of the elastic scattered gamna-râfso

The high energy edge of the Compton photopeak overlaps with the

much smaller elasüic photopeak" However, the method dfscussed

above can resolve the elastic photopeak, at least for a scattering

angle of about 3Oo" Figure 3 is an example of Èhe emerg-etee of

ühis photopeak from the Compton r0tai11? as the integral dÍscrimin-

ator is moved to suceessively higher positions. The position of

the integral discrininator, relative to the position of the direct
radiation photopeak, is shovm in the Figrrre. The dotted lines
in Figure 3 ars obtained by refleeting the tralllng edges of the

elastlc photopeaks about the position of the direct radÍation

photopeak.
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A block diagram of ühe apparatus is gÍven in Ffgure l¡u

A I 5l8r t dianeter X 2tt long Harshan mounted NaI (Tl) crystal
was used. The photonultiplfers are ztt ÐuMont 6292¡s. A good

optical bond betrCIeen. photomultlpliers and crystal was assured by

using Dow corning tt200tt fruid. Each photonurtiprier output

vras fed to an Oak Ridge Model AlA preamplifierr and then to an

oak RÍdge Model A1Ð linear pulse ampllfier. 0n each anpllfier
chassls an integral discriminator was mounted. One of these

integral discrimi¡¡ators was used, as is shown in Figur€ L" The

dlfferentiar discriminator is a Type N/r0l buÍlt by Dynatron

Radio Limited. The coincl-d,ence unit is a Type 10368. brri"It at
Harwell. An Oak Ridge Model A0l-B scaler (scale of ?56) uas

used to count the coincidence ouüput pulses.

It must be ensured that the eoincidence mi.xer receLves

the coj.ncid.ence charurel outputs at the same tùme. This Ìras done

in the fol-low:ing manner. An oscilloscope was e:cternally triggered
by the output of one of the amprifiers. The position of the
channer No. I output pulses rras noted on the grid. The output

of channel No" 2 was then displayed on the oscilloscope and the

delay adjusted until it occurs at the same position on the grid.
This procedure must be followed for every setting of the integral
discriminator. A coincidence resolving tÍme of I miero-second

was used. The manner in u¡hich the equipment was actually employed

is described in the next seetioa.
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B" Expertmental Method

Consfder a seabtering experimenü in which N scattering
LItcentres'/cn." are deflectÍng gamma-rays from a source of strength

s. In thÍs experiment the nr¡mber of counts per unlü time recorded

by a scintillation crystal ís given by

1= (å) .rL6 (r---)" N rt 
". 

Y À

with (tl)" representing the differential cross section for ühe

scattering ang1e, e r -Âr" the sslid angle subtended by the target

at the sourcer4.a the solid angle subtended by the crystal aü

the scattering centres and, Í tne detection efficiency of the

crystal" Now suppose a point source of the same type but with

strength F is placed at a position corresponding to the centre of

the scatüerer. The crystal ts then subJected to the direct

radiatÍon from this source and

ñ. (t) n-ci f i'
predicts the counting rate. ÂcF ls the solid angle subtended by

the crysta1 at the soütrceo This provides an equatj.on for
wtrichr upon insertion into eqrratÍon (A)n yiolds

^= (å) n (ä) N4t't*.)
The differential scattering cross

(ii), = (ä) (+)
f Th" number of scattering centres,/ 

"^.2 
must be computed in

a direction perpendicular to ühe incident beamn

section is then given by

I
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Iü is therefore seeR that a measurement of the source strength

s ls not requiredn the ratio of two source strengths will sr¡ffice

for an absolute cross sectioa measurement.

Since 4", varles over the target surface r a more

accurate expression is obtained by considering the target as

subdivided inüo a number of equal secti.ons and then sunning the

contributions from each of these sections" The fornula then

becomes

the letter tt itt being used to labe] the sections.Ntd.enotes

the number of scattering centres/ etû,,Z wtrere the approxim¿¡1en is
made that it is the same for each section"

The ratio of the two source strengths can be deternined

by enploylng the inverse square law. Knowing the weight of the

target, its dimensions, the dimensions of the subdivlsions, and

the geometry of the seattering system N'can be conpuüed. The
¿

ternrs S t" can also be computed.

Consider the ter^ms (*) " These are experimentally

determined in the following manner. The standard position for
the source 6 corresponds to the centre of the target. The nr¡¡rber

of countsfunit ti¡¡e in the pbotopeak of the direet radiation is
obtained wtren the auxillary source 3 is at a position coresponding

to the centre of the i th u"gment. The rgtio of these tr,r"o

counting rates is taken as the ratio ( *::I . Since the solid
angle .¡ varies slowly over the target surface a few segments

('fÅr= (i) (+) Ire



rrtll gfve a good. approximation to the case where the nr¡nber of

segments approaches infiniüY.

The rati" (å) is obtained errperimenüaIly by using the

follouring procedtrr€o the integral discriminator is set to some

position along the leading edge of the direct radiation photopeak.

The differential discriminatorn with a wide gate vridth, strad.d.Ies

this photopeak" The source s is blocked off and the source ;
placed at its standard. posS.tion. The counting rate Ïr is then

d,etermined. the source 3 is then removed and the other source

unblocked, A suitable targeÈ is put in place and the counting

rate obtainedo lrlhen background is being taken the source is

left in its position and an ah¡mÍniurn scatterer replaces the

nain scatterer" The ah¡nrinÍum target is chosen to have approximately

the seme number of eLectrons as the heavy tarþet" The reason for

employing the alr¡minium scatterer is ühat it will give approxlmately

the same nr¡mber of Conpton and, rrpile-up"t eounts but will not

give any appreciable* elastic scattering. Subtracting the

background from the heavy target eounting rate gives some counting

20"

t T¡Ihen two evenÈs occur wiËhin the resolving time of the system
they register as a single event. The pulse height _of the
tts1ng1þtt evenË is the sr¡¡n of the pulse heights of the tvm
actr¡al events. This phenomenon is termed t t pile-üP ? ?.

tf Und.er the conditions of the experiment reported. in thls
thesis the ratio of the number of elastic scattered gamrna-
rays from lead to the number of elastic scatteped gamma-
rays from aluminium lrtill be of the order of 102" This
figure is based on Franz I formula and assumes that the
tr,uo targets have approximately the same nr¡.mber of electrorlsc
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rate rlt n Thls procedure is repeated, for successively higher

integral discriminator settj-ngs' Inereasing the integral

discriminator settings should decrease the contribution of the

extraneous distributions (such as the bremsstrahlung and Compton

scatterj.ng from bound. electron dístributions) to the counting

rate nv since it is expected that these distributions !+11 decrease

ï¡'ith increasing pulse height in ühe region of the elastic photopeakn

The rati"(å)should therefore d.ecrease and., it is hoped, approach

some constant value. If a consËant value is reached iü-wilI be

the required ratio (å) " This situation w111 be realized if the

integral discriminator can be set past any disüribution exeept

a portion of the elastic seatterÍng distribution. (#) is
plotted against some function of the integral diseriminator

settings and. if a constant value is reach"d(ä| can Ue obtained.

1o obtain the actual val-ue of n a correction mr¡st be

applled for target absorption. In computing the rnagnitude of this
eorrection the experimental situation Tùas idealized to a paralleI

bearn striking the target and a parallel beam scattered at some

angle " An absorption factor rr¿tt vras defined as follows¡

Employing the above approximations the absorption coefflcfent

is given by a _ r _ o-þa ecc (
Q,3 l- L

number or e

where ¿ll is the linear absorption coefficÍent for the target

material, t is the target thickness and û is the angle that

the incident and scattered beams rnake with the horÍzontal. The

sticalJ-y scatterect gaqrna-reys/ un
assuming no absorption



experimental sltuation enployed uas such thaü the two beams are

tilted at the same angle w:ith respect to the horizontal. In
ord.er to check the accr¡raey of this correction two different

üarget thicknesses were used,.

SÍnce all the factors in equaüion B (page 19) can

be computed, or measir"At it is posslble to make an absolute

differential seattering cross section measurement for the

elastic scattering of ganma-radlation" It was pointed out that

a Source strength measurement need noü be made. The technique

employed. in an acti¡al e:çerÍment has been discussed. The next

sestion w:tl1 dÍscuss the resulüs of the experiment perfæned.

22,

t Erçerimentally it
nethod described

is for¡nd that Ç)."" U" deternined by the
in the 'te¡(b.
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ff RESUTTS

ThÍs secti"on reports the results of an experfment

conducted ín order to determine the dlfferential elastic cross

section for the scåttering of L.LZ Mev, gamma-radiation by lead

at an angle of 33o !l+" tn lwo Lead. targets of different

thicknesses hrere utilized. Absorption in the thÍck l,g"2g 3 0.03 mm" )

target resulted in a calculated loss of 5JJß of þine elastÍc

scattered garnma-râfso The thin (3"L9 1 0.Ol mr, ) üarget absorbed

a calculated ZL/o of the elastic scattered gamrna-râ,fsc The

differential scatterlng cross section obtained vrith the thick

target was 23"3 3 1"3 millibarns/stenadian vrhile the thÍn target

yielded a result of 2L.2: 1"1+ r¡illlbarns/steradian" The errors

quoted are the stand,ard d.eviations (S"D. ) of the countíng rates.

0f cruclal 1mþorbance for the experinent tras the

determinatÍon of(*). This faator was obtaíned, for the two

thickneeses, from the data presented in Figure 5" The abscLssa

1s sone funetÍon of the lntegral discriminator settingl: The

top eet of poi.nts is for Èhe thiek scatüerere w?rile the bottom

set is for the thin scatterer" A straight line was fitted to

f One half of the angLe subtended by Èhe crystal at the
eentre of the target is taken as the uncertalnty in the
angle. The angle subtended by the targeü at the centre
of the crystal is 8o"

The abscissa values !'rcre actualJ-y determined in the followÍng
rn&Rnorc The integral dÍscriminator was set at some very low
value and the direct radiation photopeak was obtained. The
integral discrirninator was then set to the position at whieh
nt was to be measured., and the dlreeË radiation photopeak
again determined" The ratio of the'photopeak heights in
the two cases vras taken as the absclssa value.

tf
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eaoh set of poÍnts by employing the method of least sQtlâr€so

Inclusion of only those points past an abscissa value of 5

yielded lines (shown in Figure 5l very closely parallel to the

abscissa. The mean of the ordinates of all the points past

ühe abscissa v¡as then determined for each set, and these means

taken as the tro (äì values. For the thick scattere" tå) - !4"5

ll z/ò x 10-3 ut¡ile for the thin scatteret (t) = b.6 (l l%l x 10-3"

These errors are counting rate (S.D. ¡ êrropsc It is possible

ühat a systematic error is present in each of these values due

to an inaccurate correction for absorptÍon.

If no appreciable error arlses in correeting for
absorption the faetor f' (*) should be Ëhe same for both

scatterers" For. þhe thick target' this factor has the value

4.6 + 0"09 x LO-22 "^.2lscattering cgntre yuhile for the thin

target the value is 4o2 : 0.13 x LO-22 e*.zlscattering centre.

These two figures do not agree within the standard deviations

of the counting rates. Henee it is very probable that there

Ís some significant error in the correction for absorption.

Therefore only the thin target result w:ill be accepted rather

than the mean of the tv¡o resultsn However, the probable

inaccr¡rate correction for absorption may introduce a systenatie

error of the same order of nagnitude as the total eounüing rate

error (6.5%).

The ratio of the source strengths (*) t*" determined

by using the inverse square law. Since the two source strengths
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differ very greatly two interrnediate soureest *"tu employed in

order that reasonable distances and counting rates could. be

used. fn the actual procedure two disËancesr 113.1 I 0"2 cmsn

and 36tt,"7 3 0.3 CrSr ¡ were marked out from the centre of the

top surface of a cyllndrical (f in. long x I in. dianeter)

Natr (TI) erystal. The finite size of the crystal produces a

small systenatic eror in these inverse sq¡¡are law measurementso

In positioning the sources care was taken to place the centres

of the sourcesf,.t these distances. The resr¡It obtained was

+ = L.37 x 10-3 vrlth a 1" 5/o eounling rate (S.D') error,

The rather large souree S introduces some uncertainty

in the values of the solid angles subtended at the source by

tbe various target segments. A roirgh estimate places the

uneertainty in each solid angle computabion at abouË 5/r. The

varue used, for ühe tern ? -1, ($i) *" 
'2.7 

x,Lo'z, the

standard, deviation of the counting rates being 2%' Si.nce a.

large number of segments (Ie segments) were taken it i-s not

expecËed that the large dimensions (f cÍlsc x lr cms. ) of the

target !^r'i11 introduce an appreciable systematic error in the

terms .

Let the smalfer inter¡nediate source be-S1 and the larger
inter-mediate squfce Þç.Sr. The ratj-o(å)is theq written in
the forn (îr,) '(t',)(+,)(*) ánd the three iatios (å,), (1,) and

t ?l are experimentally determined'

The small source s and the auxiliary sources employed were
all very small having dimensions of the order of 2 mms.
Howeverl the large sõr¡rce S was enclosed in a capsule (see
Figure 1l whose length was about 3"5 cÍts¡ and whose maximum
dÍameter was abouü L"5 cüsc

tt
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The eounting rate emor for the thick target is
therefore 5"5% whil-e for the thin target it is 6"516. However,

if systematj.e errors !,ûere. ineluded a reasonable estinate of
the error would be about 2O%. By employing a more localized

source and thinner targets this error could be drastlcally
redueedn

The experiment reported in thÍs. thesis

a dÍfferential cross sectj-on value of 2L"2: 1./+

mill-lbarns/steradian for the elastic scattering
ganma-rays from lead at 33o ! +o.

therefore gives

(s.Ð..)

of 1.12 Mevn
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v prscusgrory

The previous section reported a neasurement wL¡ich

determfned the differential cross section for the elastic

scattering of 1.12 Mev. ganuna-rays from lead at an angle of

33o. In this section the result obtained will be compared.

w-ith the theoretically predicted results as well as with the

results of other workersn Finally some comments !{i11 be rnade

on the meri.ts of the experimental method employed.

The experiment discussed in this thesis yíelded

2L.21 I.4 nillibarns/sËeradian as the d,ifferential cross

sectlon for the elastlc scattering of L.lZ Mev, ganna-rays from

lead at an angle of 33o ! bo" Franzr form factor calculation
(fg) for Rayleigh scattering, conbj¡red w:lth nuclear Thomson

scatteringn predicts a value of I8.2 millibarns/sterad,ian. On

the other hand. Bethets fsrm factor calculation (1&) r combined,

with nuelear Thomson scattering, prediets a differential cross

section of lr1" 7 millÍbarns/ steradian. Atthorrgh Bethe 1s

computation involved only the K shell electrons the L shell
electrons r{rere taken into consideration by multiplying the

form factor by tr.2. This correction should be valÍd for large

changes in photon momentum (L5) as is the case in the elcperlment
treported in this thesis " Further it' is expected that f,or photon

momentum changes larger than the characteristic momentum of a K

electron the Bethe forn factor computation should be better

than Franzt ealculationfr (1¿l). It is therefore slightly surprising

ïrn
Ît For

the

^+tbe experiment reported ñ't
the experirnent discussed in
characteristic momentum of a

= L.25

this thesis ô9 was ,.Og times
K electron. ¡
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that Franzt calculation is in better agreement with the

experimental resulto This may be due to an incorrect estimate

of the contribution from the other electrons in the computation

using Dj.rac hrave functions"

Figure 6 displays the resuLts of Mann (7r, Eberhard

and Êo,ldzah1 (6), and Tfilson (¿*). The results of these workers

are roughly consistent hrith each othero It is evident that for
scattering angles of less than 600 the experÍmental data is in

better agreement with Franzt computation rather than with Bethels

calculationo Point A. on the graph represents the authorrs result.

This point is for L.Iz Mevo radiation while the points representing

the results of other workers are for I.lJ Mevo In order to compare

this cross secÈion with the cross secti.ons of other workers

compensation uas made for the dÍfferent energy by using the

theoretical sross sectionï. ?he're.sulting value is plotted as

point B" The cross sectioa reported in this thesis is therefore

consistent with data presented by other workers"

the advantages of the method reported in this Ëhesis

urill now be di.scussed. Evidentlyr for a given statistical
accuracy, results can be obtained much more quickly than by

employing, sâIr Mannrs method (7)" Since Iulann subtracbs tr,vo

curves which are almost the same (Conpton talls for lead and

aluminíum scatterers) his counting tlmes must be very long if

the statistical accuracy is gOing to be reasonableo Afso Mann

T Both Franzt and, Bethets form factor give approrcimately the
same compensation factor.
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sti1l has Èhe problem of another distribution (v¡nicfr he attributes

to bremsstrahlung and Compton scattering by bound electrons)

overlapping his elasti-c photopeakn Other uorkers, of course,

experience the same diffieultles as Mann. The troublesome

distribution is eliminated in the method reported in this thesiso

The work done at 33o indicates that the possibÍlity

of measuring the cross section of srnaller scattering angles is

very excellent. It is very likely that no great difficulties
urould be encountered. d,own to scattering angles of about 15o.

Even if large angle seattering is being studied this meLhod

might be profitably employed" Distributions arising from such

effects as bremsstrahlung caused by photoelectrons in ühe target

and Compton scattering by bor¡nd electrons would be eliminated.

AIso if the source had some loin¡er energy garuta-rays the contributions

from these r,uould be elimÍnated.

In conclusion this thesis has showr the éfficacy of

a partieular method for measuri.ng differential eross seetions

at small angles. The method discussed. was employed to obtain

the dlfferential cross sectj.on for 1.12 Mev. gamma-rays scattered

l"o1. lead at an angle ol 33o I 4o. The result reported. was

2L, 2: 3 1. l+ mlllibarns/ steradian,
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